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The first year of this three-year research project on English debate in high schools in Taiwan
investigated high school students’experience of a local English debate competition, called Cicero English
Debate Tournament.” Based on the data collected (i.e., questionnaires, interviews and debate
video-recordings), two papers have been written, titled respectively “A content analysis study of debates
from 2007 Cicero English Debate Tournament”and “Participating in interscholastic debate competition:
Taiwanese high school students’reflections of 2007 Cicero English Debate Tournament.”

The first paper is based on an analysis of 8 (out of altogether 12) debates from 2007 Cicero English
Debate Tournament. The results indicate that many of problems that were identified in my study of the
Tournament between 2004 and 2006 recurred in this tournament. These problems include (a) affirmative
and negative contentions not constructed and phrased clearly into stock issues, (b) contentions not
supported by evidence and thus becoming merely assertions, (c) contentions flawed with logical fallacies,
(d) lack of clear affirmative or negative strategies to present its case and organize the attack on the
opponent’s case, (e) lack of extension on one’s case in the second constructive speech, (f) incomplete
citation of the source of the evidence, and (g) misuse or ineffective execution of cross-examination. All
these flaws or inadequacies suggest a lack of comprehensive understanding in the participants (debaters
and coaches alike) about the nature and basic requirements of a policy debate. As the Tournament will
stride into its fifth year this year, it is hoped that in addition to this study, more organized efforts can be
made that can provide the needed knowledge and training on policy debate to future participants. Only
by so doing can the quality of the performance at the Tournament be elevated and the true spirit and
educational benefits of a policy debate be acquired by the participants.

The second paper is based on an analysis of 55 questionnaires (out of a total of 64 tournament
participants). The findings encompass high school students’perceptions of debate, motivations for
debate participation, preparation for debate competition, perceived benefits and disadvantages of debate
involvement, perception of debate performance, and thoughts about and suggestions for the Cicero debate
Tournament. It was found that competitive debate involvement was conducive to changing the negative
perceptions and reinforcing the positive perceptions high school students had of debate as an oral activity.
Like their American counterparts, Taiwanese high school debaters had educational needs followed by
competitive and personal needs as major incentives to partake in the competitive debate. While it was
natural for these Taiwanese debaters to deem improving English skills as a major motivation for debate
participation, it would be misleading or even counterproductive if it was the only incentive they had for
debate participation for other essential debate-related academic skills would likely be overlooked.
Although more emphasis can still be put on delivery skills, cross-examination techniques and
construction of the rebuttal speech, the debate training participants received generally matched the
training they desired. Apart from improving English skills, Taiwanese high school debaters, like their
American counterparts, also deemed communication/public speaking skills, critical/analytical skills, and
debating/argumentation skills as the major benefits of debate involvement, and disadvantages related to
the time factor as the chief costs of debate participation. Over all high school debaters had a very
positive view of the Cicero English Debate Tournament, deeming it meaningful and beneficial and hoping
to see it broaden its scope by having more debaters from more schools enter the competition. This
participant endorsement speaks powerfully and cogently of the educational values of this forensic event
and hopefully could help secure more official funding from the central and local governments for future
interscholastic forensic events around the country.
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